Discover Sunbury.

F I R S T J O U R N AL Sunbury’s Newest Living Destination

Discover Sunbury.

Welcome to the first issue
of the Kingsfield Journal.
These are your first steps towards a truly
inspired lifestyle – where opportunities
await and dreams become realised.

ARTIST IMPRESSION

COVER IMAGE
Artist Impression. Kingsfield will
grow into a modern community.

CONTACT US
kingsfieldsunbury.com.au
0487 555 525
kingsfield@rpmrealestate.com.au

LAND SALES OFFICE

Located 40 kilometres north-west of the
Melbourne CBD and just a short trip from
popular lifestyle destinations such as the
Macedon Ranges, you will find Sunbury’s
newest living destination.
Welcome to Kingsfield, Sunbury.

Visit our Land Sales Office
Cnr Lancefield Rd and Gellies Rd,
Sunbury VIC 3429
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

Let’s take a journey to learn the
wonderful history of the region,
explore the established convenience
of Sunbury and experience the
exciting Kingsfield vision, your new
master planned community.
~ Enjoy.
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VISIT US

Experience
Kingsfield.

MOREMAC PROPERTY GROUP
IS A RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST.
THROUGH OUR DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
WE CREATE ...

INSPIRING
PLACES.
Our communities are the product of our passion
for and commitment to the creation of places that
people will be proud to call home.
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OUR PROJECTS
1.

Kingsfield Sunbury

2.

Deanside Village Deanside

3.

Annadale Mickleham

4.

Kinbrook Donnybrook

A visit to the fully interactive Land Sales Office will immerse you
in the west’s newest living destination, an innovative and truly
connected community – it’s time to discover Kingsfield, Sunbury
for yourself.

5.

Plenty George Views South Morang

6.

Curlewis Parks Curlewis

7.

The Point Point Lonsdale

Fulfil all your new home buyer information needs and get the
entire 360 degree experience of life at Kingsfield. Choose your
perfect allotment from the interactive display, visualise walking to
the parks, Town Centre and your active new lifestyle. Experience
stunning streetscapes and connected neighbourhoods and the
tangible sense of belonging that is instant from the moment you
meet the new Kingsfield community.

8.

Alira Berwick

9.

Bendigo Court Cranbourne North

Visit our Land Sales Office today at the corner of
Lancefield Road and Gellies Road, Sunbury VIC 3429
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BUNDOORA
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Melbourne

RINGWOOD

WERRIBEE
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Port Phillip Bay
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11. Kilora Park Clyde North
Geelong
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10. The Boulevard Clyde North

We look forward to telling you more about Kingsfield.
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

Nestled beside the beauty of the Emu Creek
wetlands, with signature tree-lined streetscapes
and abundant open spaces and parklands,
Kingsfield Sunbury presents a beautiful blend of
unique rural lifestyle and urban convenience.
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ARTIST IMPRESSION
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

Preserving the natural beauty of Emu Creek,
protecting the native inhabitants, creating balanced
open spaces, wetlands and parklands to provide for
a cleaner and better future is just the beginning of
the sustainability journey at Kingsfield.

ARTIST IMPRESSION
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

SPORTS
GROUND

By the Numbers.

FUTURE

PARK

2,100+ Homesites ...
that’s 7,500 people, your new friendly neighbours and community.
133 Hectares of Open Space ...
that’s 75 Melbourne Cricket Grounds, put together.

OPEN
SPACE
PARK

LANCEFIELD RD

275 Hectares in Total Size ...
half of which is open space, designed for your life balance.

FUTURE

TOWN
CENTRE
OPEN
SPACE
PARK

FUTURE

SCHOOL

Discover Kingsfield.

FUTURE

PARK

FUTURE

Community
Facilities

Recreation
& Sports Field

Conservation
Reserve

FUTURE
RESIDENTIAL

PARK

GROWLING
GRASS FROG
CONSERVATION
RESERVE

Landscaped
Playgrounds

Discover Sunbury.
FUTURE

PARK

15 Schools
+9 Future Schools

Town Centre
& Retail

Melbourne CBD

Sunbury Station

35mins | 35kms

7mins | 4.3kms

SALES
OFFICE
OPEN
SPACE
PARK

G E L L IE S
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VISION

A fortunate
outlook.

DISCOVER SUNBURY

Amid a beautiful blend of old-time rural lifestyle and modern
urban convenience, the Kingsfield community promise is
overflowing with historical character and family-friendly appeal.
With a proud sporting history, renowned as the birthplace of
the Ashes, an established local arts trail and the title as one
of Victoria’s oldest wine regions, the long established
foundations of Sunbury present boundless prospects for
Kingsfield home buyers.

Discover an accessible
lifestyle in Sunbury.
Seize the opportunity to be immersed within an
innovative community while nurturing your unique
footprint on the evolving Sunbury landscape.
Away from the busyness of city living, yet
connected to everything you need right at your
fingertips at Kingsfield.

ASTORIA GRAND BY CARLISLE HOMES
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

LIFESTYLE
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With the long established retail centre, medical facilities
and education precinct of the Sunbury township, you
have everything you need, within reach, from the moment
you move in at Kingsfield. In addition, a new Town Centre
featuring a supermarket, convenience retail, community
services and a new primary school reinforces the new
Kingsfield community as a progressive living destination.
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Everything
you need.
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Future Town Centre

Future Recreation and Open Space

RETAIL
1
2
3
4
5
6

Aldi
Bunnings Warehouse
Coles
Chemist Warehouse
Goonawarra General Store
Woolworths

MEDICAL
7
8
9
10

Evans Street Medical Clinic
Goonawarra Medical Centre
Sunbury Day Hospital
Sunbury Medical Centre

EDUCATION
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
14

Advance Swim School
Goonawarra Primary School
Kismet Park Primary School
Salesian College Sunbury
St Anne’s Catholic Primary School
Sunbury Heights Primary School
Sunbury Secondary College
Sunningdale Avenue Children’s Centre

Future Education

TRANSPORT
19
20

Bus 486 to Train Station
Sunbury Train Station

LEISURE
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

East Sunbury Netball Clubs
Craiglee Vineyard
Lakeside Stadium
Goonawarra Golf Course
Goonawarra Vineyard
Sunbury Aquatic and Leisure Centre
Sunbury Softball Association

PARKS
28
29
30
31
32

Goonawarra Recreation Reserve
Stewarts Lane Nature Reserve
Sunbury Community Garden
Sunbury Reserve & Sunday Market
Village Green
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INTRODUCING

Sunbury
Local.

Amanda

Rumour has it Sunbury has become a haven for

Are you seeing a lot of new people moving to

coffee lovers, especially with you in town.

the area?

Well when we first opened The Spotted Owl six years
ago, we said ‘right, let’s bring something that’s amazing’,
a bit of inner Melbourne to Sunbury, which we did.
We’re very much breakfast people, well breakfast and
coffee, so I guess we’ve poured that into the Owl.
The community have accepted it and love the space; we
have a lot of regulars, which is nice. About two years ago
we started roasting our own coffee and the Little Goat
Coffee brand has grown from there. And, we also have
the Augustus Gelatery!

Absolutely, and it’s great! New people moving here brings
new thoughts and ideas for the area. I think it’s fantastic.
But why wouldn’t you move? There’s some great activities
that people can do and the sporting community out
here’s massive. Even my mum has just relocated here
from New Zealand and I’m sure she has more friends
than what I have because she talks to everybody, and
everyone has time to listen.

So, why Sunbury? What brought you here?

While there’s old buildings, history, legends, we’re also
surrounded by beautiful countryside. There are still cows
and sheep just out past the township, which is nice. So
I think that all keeps that country attitude, and I think
that Sunbury will hold onto that even as the population
grows. It’s the vibe with the people here. They’re really
accepting, they’re open, they’re warm. It’s kind of city
people with country attitudes, which is nice.

Definitely the welcoming community. It’s fantastic when
you’re walking down the street doing the shopping and
people come up, they know who you are, everyone knows
everyone! It’s awesome. I’ve been in Sunbury for six
and a half years now, but we knew early on we wanted
to start a business here. So that was my key driver for
choosing Sunbury, plus the opportunity to relocate from
the busyness of the city, but without going too far! And
I’ve made some great friends mainly as a result of our
business. We really feel like we belong to a community,
I really feel connected to the people here. It’s nice.

A catch up with local business owner,
Amanda, definitely has some perks as we
sip some of the best coffee in town at
The Spotted Owl cafe.

What’s the appeal of Sunbury for you?

Whether it’s a lazy weekend breakfast, a mid-week
caffeine hit, sweet treat or supplies for your home
barista station, Sunbury is definitely a better place
with Amanda and co. in town.

THE SPOTTED OWL
93 Oshanassy Street,
Sunbury

LITTLE GOAT COFFEE
Order your beans at
littlegoatcoffee.com.au

AUGUSTUS GELATERY
96A O’Shanassy Street
Sunbury
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

COMMUTE

18mins

40mins

BY BUS

BY CAR

Always
connected.
Amid a hub of connectivity, the Sunbury commute to the
Melbourne CBD or trip to the airport is made easy with
convenient access to major roads and freeways.
With an established public transport network and
significant works on the Sunbury train line to enable
high-capacity trains, commencing soon, the new
Kingsfield community is superbly positioned for the
ultimate convenience.

Rolling Meadows Dr Route 486

35 Kilometres via Sunbury Rd

KINGSFIELD - SUNBURY TRAIN STATION

KINGSFIELD - MELBOURNE CBD
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

EDUCATION

Focus on
learning.

SUSTAINABILITY

WATER MANAGEMENT

A positive impact on
the living environment.

Protecting the integrity and beauty of nearby
Emu Creek from excessive storm water and providing
valuable water supplies to nourish the parklands and
open spaces, Moremac has developed an integrated
water management plan to guide the efficient use of
precious water resources at Kingsfield.

We believe our community at Kingsfield should impact
positively on the natural environment, the community, and
provide opportunities to live more efficiently. This is why
the master-planning of Kingsfield will preserve the natural
beauty of Emu Creek, protect the native inhabitants, create
balanced open space, wetlands and parklands to provide for
a cleaner and better future. This is just the beginning of the
sustainability journey at Kingsfield.

The Sunbury region has long nurtured a culture centred
on learning and educational diversity. With a long list of
options including government and denominational primary
and secondary schools, and the future provision of a school
within the Kingsfield community, there are opportunities
aplenty for your family.

Your Design Guidelines provide assurance of beautiful
streetscapes and quality built form to protect your long term
investment at Kingsfield.

PRESERVING SPECIES
As a local inhabitant of Emu Creek and future resident
of the Kingsfield wetlands, protection of the endangered
Growling Grass Frog will be carefully managed by
Moremac Property Group.

ENHANCING NATURE
The landscape masterplan at Kingsfield is focused on
enhancing the natural wonderlands of the Sunbury
area with native species carefully selected to provide
appropriate habitat for local fauna.

Diggers Rest Primary School		

15mins

Salesian Secondary College (Catholic)

10mins

Goonawarra Primary School		

3mins

St. Anne’s Catholic Primary		

9mins

Killara Primary School			

12mins

Sunbury Downs Secondary College		

12mins

Kismet Park Primary School		

10mins

Sunbury Heights Primary School		

12mins

Our Lady of Mount Carmel
Primary School (Catholic)		

Sunbury Primary School		

9mins

5mins

Sunbury Secondary College		

8mins

Red Rock Christian Secondary School

16mins

Sunbury West Primary School		

9mins

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Kingsfield will aim to maximise the use of roof-top solar
panels to reduce energy consumption from the grid and
household bills, and contribute to a cleaner and better
future. Moremac is currently working on solar initiatives
for the Kingsfield community.

*TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY
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INTRODUCING

Sunbury
Local.

You’re quite new to Sunbury, what attracted you
to the area?

Angus

We ended up in Sunbury four and a half years ago when
we purchased the business. Both my partner and I were
looking for a new opportunity just after our son was
born, so we ended up in Sunbury. I like Sunbury because
there is so much space. We were on the other side of
Melbourne before we moved out here and there just
wasn’t the same feel. We’ve got a nice block of land, nice
home, room to move. Our kids have started school here
and it’s sort of going from there. The kids love school.
Our little fellow, Zac, he started school at Our Lady of
Mount Carmel this year, and he’s really enjoying that.
He’s got some lovely teachers, and he’s just going
strength to strength at the moment.

How does the community appeal to new families?
Sunbury is really good for families, there’s space, there’s
new development, there’s opportunity. We love the
range of bike trails, walking trails, parks all over the
place, sporting clubs. Pretty much whatever you need,
it’s here. In terms of the growth for Sunbury, there’s
new people coming to the area and development, which
brings opportunity in terms of existing businesses but
also bringing new skills and business to the area as well.
There’s a range of great schools, whether you’re looking
for private or public education, there are schools here
to suit your child. When we were choosing a school we
visited them all, they all had a really good feeling. We
talked to the staff, had meetings and made the decision
from there, it’s worked out really well.

How do the local businesses support each other?
There’s a small business association where local owners
bounce ideas all the time, we try and work with each
other in the area. We send customers to them, they send
customers to us. Just try and help each other out. It’s a
really great community of small businesses supporting
each other, everyone sticks together. A lot of us get
involved in local charities, such as one we donate to
weekly called the Winter Night Shelter, which helps any
people in the community who are struggling. We also
help out with fundraising for various sporting clubs and
community groups through donations and gift vouchers,
it’s about putting back into the community. O’Shanassy
Street is always a hive of activity. We’ve got a lot of great
restaurants on this street, and that’s continuing. And,
there’s always something new going on.

Tell us about the perfect Sunbury weekend?
Sometimes I’ve got to work, I work every second
Saturday. On the weekends when I’m free we like to
take the kids out on the bike trails, get some exercise
outdoors, then head out for breakfast. There’s a number
of cafés here, one of kids’ favourites is The Spotted Owl,
so that’s one of our regular places. There’s a couple of
other cafés that we go to as well. Just go and have nice
long breakfast, take it easy.

Angus from The Sunbury Fruit Market,
a thriving family business in the colourful
O’Shanassy Street, shares his story and some
weekend brekky tips.

SUNBURY FRUIT MARKET
63 Oshanassy Street,
Sunbury
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DISCOVER SUNBURY

HISTORY

A colourful
history.
Under the watchful gaze of the Macedon Ranges,
the Sunbury region was first settled in 1836 by pioneers
George Evans and William Jackson, a few years later
deriving its name from the English Sunbury-on-Thames
in Middlesex.
That same year, George, who had arrived on the Schooner
Enterprizer from colonial Tasmania, established the
Emu Bottom sheep station and homestead which is still
revered today as the oldest building in Victoria.

Sunbury’s rich and varied history is
peppered with stories of Big Clarke
as one of the biggest squatters in the
colony and powerful player in the early
forms of government in Victoria, and
alleged connections to the infamous
Kelly gang.
It was Clarke’s son, later known as
Sir William Clarke, 1st Baronet, who
built the mansion and established the
estate of Rupertswood, named for his
own son Rupert. As then president of
the Melbourne Cricket Club, William
orchestrated the visit to Rupertswood
of the touring English cricket team on
Christmas Eve of 1882.
A match eventuated between the Brits
and a local side, with the bails burnt
as a keepsake by Lady Clarke and
declared as a perpetual trophy for
matches between the two countries –
hence the birth of The Ashes.

Artist Henry Gritten arrived from London to Australia in 1853. After initially trying
prospecting at the Bendigo goldfields, he resumed painting many scenes around
Victoria including Mr Clarke’s estate at Sunbury with the railway viaduct and
Jackson’s Creek. Forming great visual documentation of Sunbury’s settlement,
this painting is on display at the National Gallery of Victoria.

MR CLARKE’S ESTATE
AT SUNBURY
(1866) Henry Gritten
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne

The Sunbury Train Station opened on 10th
February 1859 operating as a terminus for
the first stage of Victoria’s public railway.
Sunbury became the first inland destination
for city dwellers to visit. The line was soon
after continued onto the Bendigo goldfields
and became known as “The Main Line” of the
railway system.
The original architecture of the building
exhibited Sunbury’s wealth during this
prospecting era with the inclusion of pressed
metal, ceiling lining and elaborate cornices.
The original dwellings, roofline and chimneys
have been lost due to refurbishments at
the start of the 1900’s but the building still
remains of cultural significance.

SUNBURY RAILWAY
STATION
(1880s) Unknown
National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne
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INTRODUCING

The Developer.
Moremac Property Group.

Bryce
ARTIST IMPRESSION

Tell us about the Moremac Edge?
For us at Moremac Property Group, while we like
a development challenge, the thing that’s really
important to us, the thing that comes first and foremost,
is the people. It’s about the people that we’re looking to
cater to, the people that are going be proud to call the
places that we create home. It’s all about community,
how people use the spaces, how the spaces work for
them. How convenient are these? Are there walking
paths? Is access to services and facilities convenient to
them? What’s the quality of the schools? It’s nice to walk
around any of our projects, and seeing people out in the
streets and using the place. It’s a really strong sign of a
vibrant community.

So why is Sunbury such an appealing location?

Creating strong, vibrant and engaged
communities is what we do at Moremac
Property Group, and according to
Bryce Moore, Kingsfield is no exception.

Sunbury is a big community. It’s strong and it’s vibrant
with a range of services and facilities. It’s got history
about it, and the people of Sunbury identify with
the place, probably because it serves them so well,
everything is there for them. They’ve got the train to
Melbourne, a trip less than an hour. It’s got freeway
access and the airport is just over the way. The schools
are really high quality. And on top of all of that there’s
the rural feel and a connection with the country.

What’s the vision for Kingsfield from the
development perspective?
Well, it comes back to what Moremac Property Group
stands for. It’s creating places that people are proud
to call home. And Kingsfield site lends itself to that so
nicely. Our vision for Kingsfield is very much consistent
with what we stand for at Moremac. The creation of
places that people are proud to call home. Kingsfield
has a wonderful relationship with the existing town of
Sunbury, with all of its services and facilities, but at
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the same time it’s got an intrinsic relationship with the
country environment. There’s sections of open space that
weave their way up into the Kingsfield community fabric,
when you look at the master plan for the site, there’s so
much green space. The potential is huge for Kingsfield to
be such a strong and vibrant community.

So why is Kingsfield the best choice in Sunbury?
Kingsfield will be a community that takes pride in itself.
It will offer the convenience of local shopping, and
community facilities and schools on site. And not only
that, we are aiming for every home at Kingsfield to be
solar powered. How’s that for a measure of community
pride? A community that cares about sustainability.
For me a strong community, is all about the people and
how they engage with each other. It’s about how people
enjoy using the place, creating opportunities for happy,
vibrant experiences and encouraging people to stop and
chat a while. That’s what we try and create, that’s what
community is all about. My son has moved into a new
community, and I asked him ‘so what makes it a nice
place to live?’. He said the community feel. We’ve been
there just one weekend and people were stopping to
chat, to say hello, and welcome us. That really is what
makes a strong community.

Why is Kingsfield’s connection to Sunbury
so important?
Kingsfield is an extension of the town of Sunbury with
an established strong community. Building onto a strong
community creates an opportunity for people to enjoy
being a part of an existing hub that’s got a great name,
and it’s really well regarded. Kingsfield is just a bit more.
A bit more character of the Sunbury, that’s so eagerly
sought after.
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Come and admire our original painting inspired and dedicated
to the legend of the Ashes, located in our Land Sales and
Information Centre painted by local Sunbury artist, Ken Winnell.

LOCAL LEGEND

Birth of the Ashes.
On Christmas Eve of 1882 at Rupertswood Mansion
in Sunbury, one of cricket’s most coveted trophies
was born – the legend of the ‘Ashes’.

The touring English cricket team, made up of
professionals and amateurs, had been invited to
Rupertswood to spend Christmas. Only the captain,
Ivo Bligh and the amateurs took up the invitation –
the remaining 4 professionals preferring to stay
in Melbourne.

After dinner, Lady Jane Clarke burnt a bail from the
wickets used in the game in the fireplace of the
smoking room and placed the ‘ashes’ into an empty
terracotta perfume bottle. This was presented in
humour to the captain, Ivo Bligh, as a keepsake. At a
later date, an inscription was attached to the trophy.

It was suggested that a friendly cricket match be
played after lunch on Christmas Eve, down on the
paddock between the northern side of the mansion
and the private Rupertswood railway station. A pitch
was prepared and due to a lack of numbers, a few
local cricket club members were invited to participate.
Estate workers were placed around the ‘boundary’ to
gather any long hit balls. Spectators sat under the trees
and shrubs down by the path from the railway station,
the only shade available around the field. As a friendly
match, no scores were kept.

The top label says ‘The Ashes’; the lower label is a verse
cut out from Melbourne Punch magazine of 1 February
1883 which reads:
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“When Ivo goes back with the urn, the urn;
Studds, Steel, Read and Tylecote return, return;
The welkin will ring loud,
The great crowd will feel proud,
Seeing Barlow and Bates with the urn, the urn;
And the rest coming home with the urn.”

The 1882 Australia v England series was at the
time considered to be part of another first-class
cricket tour of England, by a combined team from
the Australian colonies, but the match arranged
between the Australians and an England side was
later accepted to be a Test match. Although it was
not known at the time, the one-off match played at
The Oval in south London would become the birth
of The Ashes.
The English side had lost the previous tour to
Australia, but had remained undefeated at home by
visiting Australian sides. Australian victory for the
first time in England was widely condemned in the
English press, including the publication of a satirical
obituary which stated that ‘English cricket had died,
and the body will be cremated and the Ashes taken
to Australia’. The English media then dubbed the
next English tour to Australia in 1882–83 as ‘the
quest to regain The Ashes’.
Despite the Australia v England match later
receiving Test status, and being the match that
triggered the birth of The Ashes, the 1882 match
is not considered to be part of The Ashes since it
precedes the introduction of the trophy.

An image of the original death notice published
on 2 September, a second, more celebrated
mock obituary, written by Reginald Brooks
under the pseudonym ‘Bloobs’, appeared in
The Sporting Times.
Ivo Bligh fastened onto this notice and promised
that, on the tour to Australia in 1882–83 (which he
was to captain), he would regain “those Ashes”.
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INTRODUCING

The Landscape
Architect.

Thomas
What is your role in the Kingsfield story?
My role at Kingsfield is the landscape architect looking
after the theming and ideas and how people will engage
with the open spaces. The urban design has very much
been stitched into the fabric of Kingsfield from the
beginning, and my role is to look at how this and the
landscape come together. One of the really interesting
things about the urban design of Kingsfield is it has
a nice flow between the built form and the natural
environment. With rolling ridge lines and carved out gully
lines, the structures are interwoven. My job is centred on
trying to integrate the best views, to the north there’s
the Macedon Ranges and then to the south there’s little
pockets of the city that you can see, along the eastern
side there is a nice green edge, which is the existing
trees in the background. So it kind of creates a natural
frame and sense of connection.

What makes the Kingsfield community
vision different?

Views of the Macedon Ranges and the CBD
along with the beauty of Emu Creek along its
border, Thomas Banham shares the Kingsfield
urban design vision.
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When I was thinking about the vision for Kingsfield,
I reflected on my own childhood and where I grew up.
I was lucky enough to grow up in a small suburb with a
beautiful park, there was a little creek and it was always
lush and green with lots of trees and paths winding
through. There was a basketball court and simple swings.
I still have a nice connection to that space. I was really
interested in trying to not necessarily recreate my own
experience but empower Kingsfield residents to have
that same connection to their home, to create their
own memories. There’s going to be extensive pathway
networks that link the site together. We identified
early on the concept to locate fitness stations along
the extensive walking paths to ensure that people not

only have the path networks to be healthy and fit, but
also these fitness stations located at key points to
draw people through to the next space. Because of the
topography of the land, you might be on 100m away from
the next fitness station but it might take you 400m to
walk there. The trees will be small when they first go in,
but residents will grow with them, which will create some
of the canopies in the area for shade and a really nice
avenue effect along the green edge where the
urban development and the natural landscape meet.

Rich in history, but future-focused too, what does
this mean for Kingsfield?
Working closely with Moremac and their vision for
nurturing renewable energies, the landscape design
also uses recycled material, we’re touching on the earth
lightly! An example is the concrete pathways, we’re
looking at how to use recycled plastics instead of metal
reinforcement. Also, Emu Creek is not only significant
to the Sunbury area but also to the context of the new
Kingsfield community. We have a responsibility to not
only draw people to Emu Creek and to celebrate it,
but also the responsibility of protecting it at the same
time. There’s going to be local shops, there’s going to
be commercial zones, there’s going to be open spaces
which draw people from the outside into the Kingsfield
area. And our challenges as landscape architects is
to ensure that we not only facilitate the needs of the
new community that we’re trying to design for, but
also to invite the old or the existing community into
this Kingsfield environment. So I guess there’s a cross
pollination between the two areas now. Recognising that
Kingsfield is an extension of Sunbury and Sunbury is an
extension of Kingsfield.
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PICTURE THIS

Weekends at Kingsfield are
whatever you want them to be.
Filled with exploring the natural

10.30am
It’s the second Saturday of the
month, don’t miss grabbing a
bargain or that unique trinket at
Sunbury’s Village market.

Midday
For a lazy lunch not too far away,
try Pitruzzello Olive Grove, Galli
Estate or Witchmount, maybe a
taste at each.

wonderland of Emu Creek,
checking in on the local arts
trail and discovering the many
local gourmet delights. Maybe
long walks and bike rides along
the many trails and paths, and
endless days in the park or
quite simply relaxing at home.

3pm
Work off some of the days
indulgence and take in the
local scenery by having a hit
of golf at the Goonawarra
Golf Club.

8am
No alarm needed, you will bounce
out of bed, breathe in the fresh
country air and hit the tracks along
the banks of Emu Creek.

6pm
Wind down with a leisurely
stroll around Kingsfield’s
wetlands, open space and
connecting pathways to keep
every family member happy.

9.15am
Worked up a thirst? Head out
for a caffeine hit at your
favourite coffee spot, which one
is it this week – The Spotted
Owl, Sacco Coffee Roastery or is
it time to try somewhere new?

7pm
Enjoying the last of the day,
reflecting on another wonderful
weekend in Sunbury... hang on,
it’s only Saturday, we can do it
all again tomorrow.
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